
- Lateral Exercises -

There are only 2 things you need to know to do lateral work with your horse -

1. What bend do I need?
2. Which direction am I taking that bend?

The bend will tell you where to put your body, and this never changes.

The direction of travel will tell you which aids to use, and this never changes.

The Bend:

The bend tells you where to put your body:  

Your hips stay with your horse's hips, and your shoulders stay with your horse's shoulders.

Your inside leg is at the girth, your outside leg is back behind the girth.

Your weight (sit bones) is centered over the saddle, or slightly to the inside of the bend.

Your inside rein is direct (away from the neck) and  your  outside rein is indirect (against the neck).

(The following images are from Eitan's book - “Cowboy Dressage – Understanding Horsemanship from the Inside Out”)



The Direction of Travel:

The direction of travel tells you which aids to use:

These moves go away from the direction of the bend - 

Shoulder in/out
Leg Yield
Turn on the forehand

      Shoulder in/out        Leg Yield         Turn on the Forehand

For all of these moves, the aids are – inside leg to outside rein.

These moves go in the direction of the bend -

Haunches in/out
Half Pass
Turn on the haunches           (Notice they all have an “H” in them!)

Haunches In/Out     Half Pass       Turn on the Haunches

For all of these moves, the aids are – outside leg to inside rein.

I hope this helps to take some of the mystique out of these moves that are so beneficial to our horses.
This is how I prefer to do these moves – there are other ways of getting them done.   No one way is right

or wrong.  Lateral work may be confusing at first, but it is invaluable in helping our horses with their
flexibility and maneuverability, among other things.   I know you will all get it soon!


